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Introduction

Whew!  Lots of preparation goes into serving a 
mission.  Spiritual preparation seems to be at the top of 
the list; but physical preparation is part of the equation, 
including choosing the right clothing.  What you wear, and 
how you wear it, tends to let others know how you really 
are in spirit.

Have you ever wondered why missionaries are asked to 
adhere to a dress code?  It has to do with the messages you 
send.  When you serve as a missionary, your appearance 
should be suitable as a representative of the Lord.  You 
have an important message to share with those you meet, 
and how you look is the first message you deliver.

CTR Clothing manufactures quality apparel designed 
especially for missionaries.  The updated styles comply 
with the official guidelines for LDS missionary attire; and 
the fabrics and superior features of CTR Clothing will 
withstand the rigors of mission work, no matter where you 
are called to serve.    

This guide is written to accompany you to the mission 
field.  It can assist you in making the most of the clothing 
you have purchased, and help you extend the life of all the 
clothes in which you will be living for the next two years.
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Do�a�Good�Turn�Daily
(Rotate, Rotate, Rotate)

Many missionaries wear their favorite suit, pants, 
tie, shoes, socks or belt every other day during the first 
six months of their missions.  Guess what?  After only six 
months, those clothes are worn out.  If you want your 
missionary clothing to last longer, look better and serve 
you well, learn to rotate.

 " Tip:  Hang up on the left; and each morning “Choose 
the Right” by using the item on the right side.  
If you have two-pant suits, rotate the pants also.  Use 

Suit A with Pant A1, then Suit B with Pant B1, then Suit 
A with Pant A2, and finally Suit B with Pant B2. Suits and 
slacks should hang 2-3 days between wearing in order for 
any wrinkles to hang out.  (Hang on the left and choose 
the right.)

•�•�•

Two-pant Suit Rotation

Suit A Suit B

A1 A2 B1 B2

1 3 2 4

(Wear Order)
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C lothes�That�Endure�to�the�End
(Well-dressed Secrets)

Suits

• Always hang up your suit coat and pants when not 
in use.

• Do not overload your suit pockets (Watch those 
thick wallets!), and do not leave items in your suit 
pockets while your suits are hanging.  This “teaches” 
the fabric to bulge and stretch.

• Keep suits and slacks pressed and free of lint.  
Remove any dust before hanging; your suit will last 
longer.  Don’t forget to check inside the cuffs to 
clean out dirt and debris.

• When hanging the pants, keep the seams flat 
together and turn the fastener ends inward.  Do not 
hang slacks when they are fastened or zipped.

• Never use a hot iron on synthetic fabric.
• Suit/dress pants have a longer draw and should not 

be worn low on the hip as you would a pair of Levi’s.  
This will cause stress in the crotch area of the pant 
which may lead to unexpected or embarrassing 
tears.

Do not use your suit pants as dress slacks.  Generally 
speaking, suit pants wear out faster than suit coats.  Even 
though you may have a two-pant suit, you should alternate 
the pants as described above.  Wear the suit pants with 
the suit coat.  If your mission allows you to go without a 
suit coat, wear your dress slacks.  

Do not save a pair of shoes just for Sunday or for the 
second half of your mission. Rotate your shoes too.  (More 
about shoes in another section.)

•�•�•
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• The most common wear area for a lot of missionaries 
is through the pockets and side seams of the pants, 
largely due to the fact that many missionaries 
habitually shove their hands into their pockets at 
every opportunity.  This stresses the seams and 
prematurely wears out the materials and lining 
of the pockets.  (It also looks sloppy and pulls the 
pleats out.)

• If you get a snag in your pants that creates a pucker, 
gently pull on each end of the pucker to smooth the 
fabric, and then push any loose thread through to 
the underside. You can use a round toothpick to do 
this—be careful!  A gentle steaming afterward will 
also help.

• Do not have your suit dry cleaned any more than 
necessary.  Spot cleaning with Goddard’s Dry Clean 
Spot Remover is recommended (and available if you 
are serving in the States).  Dry cleaning is harsh on 
fabrics, especially the padding and fusible linings 
that make up the chest and shoulders of your suit 
coat.  Always dry clean the suit coat and suit pants 
at the same time.  If the dry cleaning chemicals 
cause a slight color change, the pants and coat will 
still match.  

• Rotate your missionary bag from one shoulder to 
the other so that you do not create fabric wear on 
just one shoulder of your suit coat.

• Push all the buttons!  An important part of keeping 
your suits, slacks and shirts looking good is to make 
sure all the buttons stay on the garment.  You 
should learn to sew on buttons—and we do have 
instructions for you—but there is a way to avoid 
having to do it too often.  The key is to “push” the 
button through the hole instead of “pulling” it.  
This is not difficult when you are buttoning; it’s the 
natural thing to do.  The problems begin when you 
UNbutton and “pull” on the fabric in order to get 
that button through the hole.  Don’t do it!  Instead, 
“push” the button through with your thumb or 
fingers so as not to put any extra stress on the 
thread shank that attaches the button to the fabric.  
Why not just sew the button on really tight?  Seems 
logical; but that would cause the fabric to tear and 
create a bigger problem.  Push, don’t pull.

Shirts

• Have enough shirts to wear a clean shirt every day 
and look presentable on each day of your mission, 
including the last.  

• In warm and humid climates, you may need to 
change shirts in the middle of the day.  You will be 
wearing white dress shirts for 730 days, sometimes 
up to 14 hours a day.  Shirt manufacturers say that 
you should get 50 washings out of a shirt, depending 
on care and climate.  Most missionaries lose 1-2 
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shirts to spills or tears, and most go through 14-15 
white shirts during a two-year mission. 

• Collar stays make collars straight and stiff, which 
helps to keep the shirt looking new.  Removable 
stays should always be removed before laundering 
your shirt to avoid unnecessary and premature wear 
on the collar points.

Slacks
• For proper care of your dress slacks, follow the same 

guidelines listed above for suit pants.  Remember—
hang on the left and “choose the right.”  

• Unlike suit pants, most missionary dress slacks are 
washable.  But always check the label!  

• The Featherweight pant by CTR Clothing is made of 
Super Tetron fibers, which are ten times thinner than 
a human hair.  This allows a thin but dense weave, 
which results in a durable pant that is lightweight, 
comfortable and cool to wear.  It is also very easy to 
care for.  Use a soft cloth and diluted laundry soap 
to spot clean your slacks.  (Blot and “lift” the stain; 
don’t scrub.)   

• How often should you wash your Featherweight 
dress slacks?  That depends on the mission and the 
missionary.  The idea is to keep them looking clean 
and fresh.  Wash them—by machine or by hand in 
cold water—whenever necessary.  Dry on low heat.

• If pants need ironing, use a low setting.  Never use a 
hot iron on synthetic fabric.

�

Neckties
• Polyester or Poly Blend Ties vs. Silk Ties

− Silk ties do not do well in hot and humid climates 
because the colors tend to bleed.  Also, it is 
difficult to spot clean silk ties successfully.

− CTR Clothing’s microfiber ties are Teflon 
treated to prevent soiling.

• If a necktie has 25% of the color you are trying 
to match, it will bring out that color in the suit or 
slack.

• Carefully cut any loose threads on your tie.  Pulling 
them can cause major damage.

• Hang your ties up to allow the wrinkles to fall out, 
and store them out of the light to prevent fading.

 " Tip: To remove wrinkles in a tie, roll it up 
beginning at the narrow end and leave it for a 
couple of days.

• Learn to tie a necktie properly.  It takes less practice 
than you think. (See pages 12 and 13 for “How to 
Tie a Tie”.)

− The knot of the tie should be proportional 
to the collar.  It should not be too big where 
it spreads the collar or forces it open; and it 
should not be so small that it gets lost in the 
collar.

− The front point of your tie should be just long 
enough to touch the waist of your pant.
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The�Business�of�Saving�Soles
(Taking Care of Your Footwear)

Missionaries walk, a lot.  A missionary may walk up 
to 20 miles a day, depending on the mission.  On hot days 
the temperature inside his shoes can reach 140° F.  Foot 
problems create significant discomfort and cause a few 
missionaries to go home each year.  Ingrown toenails, 
blisters, shin splints, Achilles tendonitis, stress fractures, 
bacteria, fungi—all are common problems among 
missionaries.   Your�footwear�is�the�most�important�part�
of� your�missionary�wardrobe�   Most problems can be 
avoided by wearing the proper shoes, and you should plan 
on using 3 to 4 pairs during the duration of your mission.  
Even the best shoes break down mid-sole after about 1000 
miles, sooner in tropical climates.  Here are 13 lucky facts 
and tips for you to consider:

1.  Make sure the fit of your shoes allows for plenty of 
toe room.

2.  Rotate your shoes.  Rotate your shoes!  (Yes, it is 
worth repeating.)  After you wear your shoes for a 
full day, allow them one to two days’ rest.  This gives 
them a chance to dry out and get their shape back; 
and it will greatly increase the life of the shoe.  

•�•�•

 x A mission lesson:  Elders in the Sacramento 
mission decided to wear their ties super short 
and use the motto “Short Ties Baptize.”  The 
stunt did earn some attention and seemed fun 
until someone pointed out that the long term 
goal was to get converts to the temple, and a 
better motto might be “Long Ties Eternalize.”  
Point taken.  Moral of the story?  Follow the 
official clothing guidelines.

• Untying a Tie
− The first impulse is to just yank it off, and some 

men don’t untie them at all.  They simply 
loosen the tie, slip it over their heads, and 
pull it back on the next time.  This is not good 
treatment for a tie.  Just take a little more time 
to remove it properly and it will look new a lot 
longer.  

− First, push your thumb into the knot under 
the front part, loosen the knot, and then pull 
it apart in the reverse order in which you put 
it on.  

− Be sure to hang it up on a tie rack to give the 
fabric time to relax and release its wrinkles.  
True, you’ll have to tie it again when you put 
it back on; but remember, the more times you 
do it, the better you get at it and the less time 
it takes.  In no time at all, you can do it without 
even thinking about it.
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“Shield” is helpful; and the shoe manufacturer may 
recommend a conditioner to keep the leather a 
little softer. When you do not have the time to shine 
your shoes, a product like “Miracle Shine” can be 
used about every other day.     

6.  Do not put on or remove shoes when they are tied.  
Put on your untied shoes using a shoehorn, which 
should be inserted approximately one inch inside 
the heel of the shoe.  

7.  Packing extra shoelaces is a good idea.

8.  Coordinate shoe color with your suits.  Black shoes 
go with any color but mid-tone browns.  Cordovan 
shoes go with any color.  Brown shoes go with 
brown, olive and navy.

9.  Insoles can provide comfort and insulation.  Closed 
cell construction insoles (Spenco) last longer because 
they do not compress.  Open cell construction insoles 
(Dryz) are designed to reduce the temperature in 
the shoe and to absorb odor.  Insoles need to be 
washed periodically and replaced after about 120 
wears.

10. A good sock also adds comfort.  Acrylic socks will 
wick away moisture, and they tend to keep the feet 
dryer and cooler than 100% cotton socks.  There 
are also excellent socks available that wick away 
moisture and also have anti-microbial properties to 

3.  Invest in some raw cedar shoetrees.  Cedar will 
wick away body acids, salts and moisture, and also 
prolong the life of the shoe.  Do not put wet shoes 
near direct heat, such as a fireplace, heating vent or 
radiator.  Place shoetrees in your shoes immediately 
after removing them.  This is the best way to 
maintain the shape of the shoe and help prevent 
cracking.  Shoetrees are particularly important in 
climates with seasonal rainfall. 

4.  Quality missionary shoes will have some natural 
creasing that comes from simply walking.  Unnatural 
creasing and an early breakdown of the shoe can 
occur when missionaries kneel in frequent prayer 
and sit on the backs of 
their shoes, bending 
the toes of the shoes 
under them.  Keep 
praying, but don’t 
sit on the back of 
your shoes to do it.

5.  After a day’s work, 
use a shoe brush to take 
dirt and dust off your shoes.  
Dirt tends to get into the seams and wears down the 
shoes faster.  Keep your shoes “missionary shined.”  
(Detailed instructions in the next section.)  During 
the wet seasons, a good shoeshine will be added 
protection.  A stain repellant leather protector like 
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Let�Your�Light�Shine�and�Your�Shoes�Too
(“Missionary Shoeshine” Instructions)

1.  Begin with a dry shoe.

2.  Use a shoe brush to clean the shoe of dust and soil.

3.  Use a slightly damp cloth to wipe off heavy soil that 
cannot be removed with the brush.

4.  When the shoe is clean and dry, use a horsehair 
dauber, or soft cloth, and the appropriate color of 
polish.  Apply a thin layer of polish over the entire 
shoe.

5.  Allow the polish to dry, and then brush the entire 
shoe surface to a shine.  Reduce pressure on the 
brush as the shine begins to appear, so as not to 
imprint brush marks onto the shoe.

6.  Once the shoes have been shined several times 
using the above method, there will be enough polish 
buildup to reach a higher gloss shine by sprinkling or 
spraying the shoe surface with water (“spit shine”) 
and then buffing dry with a clean soft cloth.

fight fungus, bacteria and odor.  For cold climates, 
wool socks will hold 35% of their weight in moisture 
before they begin to get cold.  Add a sock liner for 
extra protection.    

11. Change your socks daily.  They need to be washed 
after each full day of wear.

 " Tip:  For the cleanest socks, turn them inside 
out when you wash them.    

12. When putting on a sock, do not pull on by the top of 
the sock.  Gather the sock with your thumbs to near 
the heel area and then insert the foot and let the 
sock gradually unfold.

•�•�•

13. Shower sandals are required in some missions 
and useful in many others.  Showering facilities in 
humid climates tend to harbor a variety of bacteria.  
Use a sturdy shower sandal, not a flip flop.  Many 
missionaries also use their shower sandals as a 
slipper rather than soiling a pair of socks. 
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C lean�Clothes�and�a�Pure�Heart
(Laundry Basics)

Five�Steps�to�Success

1.  Sort laundry.

a. By fabric type – Separate delicate fabrics from 
heavy items; lint-producing towels from dark 
socks, etc.

b. By color – Separate whites and lights from dark 
colors.

c. By soil level - Soil can travel from one garment 
to another in the laundry.  Heavily soiled items 
should be washed separately.

2.  Pre-treat, presoak or prewash any obvious stains.  
(Read the clothing label!)

a. Pre-treat – Use liquid detergent or detergent 
paste on the spots and gently rub; wash as 
usual.

b. Presoak – For deep-set soil, old stains and 
extensive staining.  Soak items for up to 30 
minutes in the hottest water recommended 
for the fabric.

c. Prewash – For heavy soil.  Run clothes through 

•�•�•
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a prewash cycle using laundry detergent, and 
then launder as usual in the hottest water 
recommended for the fabric.

3.  Choose the right water temperature.

a. Hot water – usually for sturdy whites and 
colorfast items (socks, sheets).

b. Warm water – best for permanent press and 
synthetic fabrics.

c. Cold water – safest for non-colorfast items; 
it also saves energy and minimizes wrinkling.  
Always rinse clothes in cold water.

4.  Add laundry products.

a. Detergents – follow directions, measure 
enough for machine size.

b. Non-chlorine bleach – gives detergent an 
additional boost.

c. Softeners – your choice, liquid or dryer 
sheets.

5.  Drying procedures.

a. Settings – regular for heavy and medium 
weight cotton items; low for synthetics and 
permanent press items.

b. Drying Times
i. Normal – for most items in your wash 

load.

ii. Damp or less dry – for items to be 
ironed.

iii. Very dry – towels and any items with 
thick seams.

Serving�in�the�jungle?

Items that can be washed in a machine (Read the 
label!) can also be hand washed wherever there is running 
water—a river or stream, in a large sink, under a shower 
head or bathtub faucet. 

• Find a container or stoppable sink big enough for 
your wash load.  

• Fill the container with water; add detergent and let 
the clothes soak for about 20-30 minutes.

• Use your hands to work the detergent and water 
through the clothes for several minutes, and then 
drain the water out.

• Take each piece of clothing separately and rinse it 
thoroughly under the running water until all the 
soap is out of the clothing.  This step takes time and 
work, but any detergent left in your clothing can be 
very irritating to the skin. 

• Squeeze the water out of the clothing.  (Wringing 
by twisting is risky for some fabrics.)  Find a hanger, 
clothesline, fencepost or clean branch and let the 
clothing dry.
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Humorous advice from the voice of missionary 
experience:  “How dirty is your clothing?  If it’s just worn; 
i.e., a little sweaty and smelly, all you need to do is slosh 
it around in the soapy water a few times.  If it’s stained, 
you’ll need to go at it hard for a good five minutes at least.  
Take a bumpy surface (not scratchy, bumpy) and rub it up 
against the clothes.  If you are at the river, you can swing 
each piece of clothing and slam it on a rock to beat the dirt 
out.  Watch for snakes.”  

Keep�Yourself�Unspotted
(Removing Common Stains)

ALWAYS:  1) Read and follow fabric care instructions; 
and, 2) test stain removal tips on a hidden area of the 
stained item to prevent color fading or other damage.

1.  Blood
a. Fresh Stain – Rinse stain in cold water.  Rub 

with pure bar soap, such as Ivory, Fels Naptha 
or Zote Soap; rinse again.  Repeat until stain 
is gone.

b. Dried Stain – Scrape or rub off as much dried 
blood as possible; soak remaining blood stains 
in warm water using a detergent containing 
enzymes.  Wash, and re-wash if necessary, 
using a non-chlorine bleach.  Sometimes a rust 
remover can take out stubborn blood stains.  
Follow the directions carefully!

•�•�•
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2.  Chocolate

a. Pre-treat with a liquid laundry detergent, and 
then wash.  If the stain is difficult, wash with 
a non-chlorine bleach detergent in the hottest 
water safe for the fabric.

3.  Grease

a. Pre-treat with a liquid laundry/dishwashing 
detergent and wash in hottest water safe 
for the fabric.  For heavy stains, repeat if 
necessary; or dampen area and rub with a 
pure bar soap such as those mentioned above, 
and then wash.

4.  Perspiration

a. Dampen stain with warm water and rub with a 
pure bar soap; wash in hot water with chlorine 
bleach if safe for the fabric.  Do NOT use 
chlorine on synthetic or blended fabrics.

 x Note:  If perspiration has changed the color of 
the fabric, apply ammonia to fresh stains or 
vinegar to old stains and rinse.  CAUTION:  Test 
first on inside seam; wash in hottest water safe 
for fabric.

5.  Ring Around the Collar (and Cuffs)

a. Pre-treat with a liquid laundry detergent; 
wash.

Mend�Your�Ways
(How to Sew on a Button)  

Learn to sew on buttons.  It’s not that hard; people 
have been doing it for a long time.  It is important to use 
the proper technique to ensure the button will be secure.  
Here are some instructions to help you:

Flat�Button (on shirts, slacks, pant pockets, etc.)

1.  Extra buttons are often in an inside pocket or sewn 
on the garment.  If it is necessary to buy one, make 
sure it is the same size and color as the original. 

2.  Choose a thread as close to the color of the original 
thread as possible.

3.  Cut a piece of thread to about 3 feet in length; fold 
it in half and feed the folded end through the eye 
of the needle.  After threading, move the needle to 
the middle of the thread and fold the thread in half 
again, for strength.  Tie the four strands in a knot at 
the end.  Tie again to make a double knot. (Figure 1)

4.  Hold the button in place.  If the fabric is thick and 
you need to allow for a little extra slack, you can 
insert a match or toothpick between the button and 
fabric.

•�•�•
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5.  From the underside, push the needle up through the 
fabric and through one of the holes in the button.  
Pull the thread all the way through until the knot is 
anchored.

6.  Push the needle downward through the next hole 
and through the material.  (Figure 2)

7.  Repeat steps 5 and 6 three times until the button is 
secured by multiple strands.

8.  End with the needle on the underside, and then 
secure with a knot.  Add a double knot.

9.  Remove the match or toothpick.
Shank� Button� (on suit coats, outer coats, other thicker 
fabrics, etc.)

1.  Follow steps 1-3 from the previous button 
instructions.

2.  Place the button where you will sew it on.  Place 
a wooden match or toothpick over the button as 
shown.  (Figure 3)

3.  From the underside of the garment, push the needle 
upward through the center hole of the button.  Pull 
the thread until the knot stops.  Take the needle 
down through the 2nd hole and up through the 
third and down through the fourth holes.   Repeat 
this 4-5 times.  

4.  Remove the match.  Lift the button away from the 
fabric until the stitches are taut.  Wind the thread 
firmly around the stitches to make the shank.  
(Figure 4)  Re-stitch into the shank 5 or 6 times to 
secure and tie a double knot.  (Figure 5)
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Let�Us�All�Press�On!
(How to Iron Your White Shirt)

1.  Always look at the label on the shirt to determine 
the proper setting on the iron.  Most dress shirts will 
be a cotton/poly blend which calls for a medium to 
medium high setting.  Use a spray starch if desired. 

2.  In general, you iron the smallest areas first and move 
to the larger areas, using smooth careful strokes.  
Move the iron continuously to avoid scorching the 
fabric.

3.  With the shirt unbuttoned, iron the back of the 
collar flat.  Turn the collar over and do the same to 
the front. (Figure 1)

4.  Hold the shirt with one hand at the shoulder of the 
sleeve.  With the other hand, flatten the cuff at the 
natural crease.  Smooth the sleeves straight and lay 
the sleeve on the board.

5.  Iron the cuffs flat and then iron the rest of the 
sleeve.  Repeat with the second sleeve. (Figure 2)

6.  Position the shirt on the ironing board to iron the 
yoke (fabric that runs across the back of the shirt at 
the shoulder).  Iron one-half of the yoke at a time. 
(Figure 3)

•�•�•

7.  Drape the front half of the shirt over the ironing 
board.  Start pressing at the shoulder and move 
toward the bottom of the shirt.  (Figure 4) 

8.  Iron the other front half of the shirt in the same 
manner.  Don’t forget to iron between the buttons.

9.  Iron the back of the shirt.

10. Hang up the shirt immediately.  Let it cool and dry 
completely before wearing.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3 Figure 4

Ironing a Shirt
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I ’ll�Go�Where�You�Want�Me�to�Go
(Travel Tips)

1.  Many clothing items travel better when they are 
rolled rather than laid flat, where they tend to crease 
when compressed.  Rolling clothes also seems to 
conserve space.

2.  Try this “bundle method” of packing when 
your suitcase does not have a separate suit 
compartment:

a. Open the suitcase and lay it flat, with the 
main compartment in front and the top of the 
suitcase away from you.  Pack smaller items 
in the bottom and create a soft, level surface 
(around the handle mechanism). (Figure 1)

b. Lay the suit coat face up with the bottom of 
the coat at the front edge of the suitcase.  The 
top half of the coat will be draped out of the 
main compartment and into the top half of the 
suitcase.  (Figure 2)

c. Smooth the coat as much as possible, laying 
the sleeves on the outside edge of the coat.

d. Pack your suit pants and dress slacks, layering 
them on top of the coat.  Alternate the waist 

•�•�•

end of the pant, laying one to the left, and 
the next pair to the right, etc.  Do not fold the 
pants at this point, but let the hem end of the 
pant drape over the outside of the suitcase.  
(Figure 3)

e. Continue to pack your items, keeping heavier 
things at the wheel end of the bag.  (Figure 4)

f. Fold the pant legs over the packed items 
(figure 5), and then fold the top half of the 
suit coat over the pants (figure 6).  There will 
be a few wrinkles when you unpack, but this 
method will avoid a hard press in the coat.  
(Figure 7)

 " Tip:  One good way to pack a tie is to roll it 
up beginning with the narrow end, and then 
insert the roll into a sock to keep the tie from 
shifting in the suitcase.

3.  When you hang your clothing in the closet after 
unpacking, allow a little breathing room between 
hangers.

4.  If possible, steam any wrinkled clothing.  You can 
hang the item in the bathroom while you take 
a hot shower; or run the shower on hot until the 
bathroom is steamy, and then hang the clothing in 
the bathroom and shut the door for a while.
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